The Diver
Solution:
What’s New in
Version 6.4

Delivering New Data Visualization and User Experience Enhancements
The Diver Solution™ 6.4, the latest version of
Dimensional Insight’s award-winning, business
intelligence software solution, adds new user
experience enhancements, sophisticated
analytics and visualization options, and
streamlined navigation to maximize data
visibility and speed time to insight.
Expanded Visualization Tools
Key visualization tools have been added to
Diver 6.4 to give you more analytical flexibility
and a greater understanding of your data.
Gantt charts can now be embedded into
dashboards, letting you see, in parallel, the
various elements of a complex project plan
and how they overlap throughout the project.

Gantt Charts Surface Geospacial Relationships in Your Data

Map Portlet functionality has been expanded
for Heat Maps with support for third-party
data feed imports. Heat Maps help identify
complex geospatial relationships within
your data by visually representing data
values as colors over a specified geographic
area — state, city, county, zip code, etc.
Flexibility and Control with QuickViews
Version 6.4 enhances QuickViews to give
you greater control of the data you see. You
determine how the QuickView values are
ordered, which values are shown in each
QuickView menu, and where Named Groups
are placed within the list of values. You can
also set default QuickView load values, so
you see the data you want on startup.
Heat Maps Communicate Relationships between Data Values

New QuickView types have also been introduced:
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List QuickViews let you specify a set
of values to choose from — either
loaded from an external file or chosen
when the QuickView is set up.
 ree Entry QuickViews let your end users
F
enter data on the fly to perform “what
if” analysis or other test calculations.
 uickView Sets make it easier to add, edit, or
Q
change QuickViews across multiple Markers.

Because QuickViews may contain dozens,
hundreds, or even thousands of possible values,
Version 6.4 includes new tools to make locating
necessary values easier. ComboBox QuickViews
let you type in the value you wish to locate and
will restrict the list of possible values as you
type, reducing the number of choices you see
as you get closer to the value you want. Also,
you can now reorder the values in a picklist,
fixing the values you use most at the top of
the list and making them easier to locate.
QuickViews now have a Calendar View.
When users choose from a QuickView
with date values, their choices are now
displayed in a monthly calendar format.
DivePort Editing Enhancements
Version 6.4 makes it easier for developers
to create and edit pages. In edit mode, your
existing Portlets are easily distinguishable
with thinner lines and less grayscale. You
can also hide individual portlets, making
them invisible while you edit. These changes
create a less cluttered workspace, helping
you make better design decisions. Edit
dialogs in certain Portlets now include links
for launching NetDiver and ProDiver directly,
letting you quickly edit the underlying Marker.

ComboBox QuickViews Help Locate a Value Quickly

You can now work with multiple Portlets at
once, “lassoing” them by clicking on the
background and dragging the mouse over the
Portlets you wish to work with. Intricate design
changes have been made easier because
selected Portlets can be moved as little as
one pixel using the keyboard’s arrow keys.
Adding Portlets is now as simple as double
clicking on the page background. If you choose
to copy and paste an existing Portlet, the
newly pasted Portlet will appear offset from
its parent, making it easier to find and use.
New and Improved Portlets
Among the new DivePort functions added to
Version 6.4 is the Table of Contents Portlet. This
Portlet is designed to simplify built-in navigation
within sets of pages. Rather than using the
top-line tabs or the left hand column for page
navigation, you can place the Table of Contents
Portlet within the body of a DivePort page.

Version 6.4 also extends the functionality of
Measures Portlets — the container for text,
numbers, and images — by incorporating the
Switch Dimensions feature. You can now click
on dimensions in the same level to change the
data you are viewing. Thanks to this feature, a
single Marker or Measures Portlet can now show
you the dive you want with a click of the mouse.
Measures Portlets now have stacked columns,
useful for creating a more report-like layout
and reducing horizontal space requirements.
Also, you can now “pin” rows or columns
within a Portlet that requires scrolling. The
“pinned” rows or columns will not move when
you scroll, allowing you to keep column or
row headers in place while you scroll through
the rest of the data. This provides you with
greater context and makes it easier to show
large amounts of data in a single Portlet.
The storage and organization of image files has
been simplified. Now you can upload image files
directly from your host machine into an Image
Portlet and reuse the image on another page.
You can resize your images within the Image
Portlet and use the new “hotspots” functionality
to enter tips or instructions that users can access
by hovering over indicated parts of an image.

Stacked Columns Save Space

Mobile Preview Tool
Diver 6.4 supports our increasingly mobile
world with a Mobile Preview Tool. With
this, you can see how your dashboards,
charts, and reports will look in a simulated
iPhone environment, complete with mobile
styles and mobile navigation. You can use
DivePort to design, in parallel, for the web
and mobile interfaces, eliminating redesign
time for mobile and reducing your costs.

Other New Capabilities
Version 6.4 also introduces these enhancements:
 NetDiver improvements allow users to jump
to the end of a report via a keyboard shortcut
instead of scrolling, provide additional console
history, and offer advanced find functionality
to focus searches more efficiently.
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Print Anything functionality lets users capture
dashboards, reports and scorecards as Adobe
PDF or Microsoft® PowerPoint documents.
Graph templates let you update the look and
feel of multiple graphs with a single click.
Explore Page Links allows Administrators
to see the incoming and outgoing
links associated with each page.
Custom macros can be created to more
easily maintain portal-wide settings.
Users can enter free-form text input
to model what-if scenarios directly
from DivePort interactive dashboards,
helping decision makers understand
risk and trade-offs instantly.

Summary
The Diver Solution 6.4 incorporates a wide
range of new features and tools to help move
your organization forward with improved datadriven decision making abilities. Expanded
navigational capabilities allow users to see
their data in new ways. New visualization
and analytics options enable users to interact
with data in more meaningful ways. All of
these combine to speed your time to insight.
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Dimensional Insight, Inc. is a leading provider
of BI solutions with our BI platform and
family of purpose-built applications. Our data
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empower users throughout the enterprise
to make timely, data-driven decisions.
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